Osteoporosis is a disease that affects many millions of people around the world. It is characterised by low bone mass and microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue, leading to enhanced bone fragility and consequent increase in fracture risk. Fragility fractures are most common at the wrist, spinal vertebrae and hip, although they can occur throughout the skeleton. The incidence of vertebral and hip fractures increases exponentially with advancing age while that of wrist fractures levels off after the age of 60 years. Osteoporotic fractures are a major cause of morbidity and disability in the elderly and, in the case of hip fractures, can lead to premature death. In addition, they impose a considerable economic burden on health services, costing many billions of dollars each year.

World-wide variation in the incidence and prevalence of osteoporosis is difficult to determine because of problems with definition and diagnosis. The WHO definition of osteoporosis is a bone mineral content (BMC) or bone mineral density (BMD), measured by techniques such as dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry, that is more than 2.5 SD below the young adult mean for the population. A low BMC or density in an older person implies a sub-optimal bone mass in young adulthood (peak bone mass) or greater bone loss in later life, or both. Whilst useful as a working definition within populations, it is unhelpful in comparing populations. Both BMC and BMD are strongly influenced by body size, and populations of shorter stature, such as those in the Far East and Africa, have lower bone mineral status than Western populations but do not have higher rates of osteoporotic fractures.

Because of this, the most useful comparison of osteoporosis between populations is fracture rate amongst older people. However, this is not without problems. Many fractures, including those of the spine and wrist, are not life-threatening, can be asymptomatic, and may not come to medical attention. Only population-based screening can accurately determine prevalence rates for these fractures, and few such studies have been conducted. Hip fractures are the exception and many countries have hip fracture registers that can be used to estimate incidence. Even so, definitions vary about what constitutes an osteoporotic (i.e. minimal trauma) fracture, and the exclusion of traumatic fractures may underestimate the prevalence of osteoporosis.
fragility fractures\textsuperscript{11}. In addition, quantitative data from developing countries are scarce, and may be unreliable given the lack of access to medical facilities by older people in these regions, and the uncertainties of determining exact age and cause of fracture in these populations.

Epidemiology of osteoporotic fractures

Despite these caveats, the current consensus is that approximately 1.66 million hip fractures occur each year world-wide, that the incidence is set to increase 4-fold by the year 2050 because of the increasing numbers of older people, and that age-adjusted incidence rates are many times higher in Western countries than in Asia and sub-Saharan Africa\textsuperscript{10,12,13}. The incidence of vertebral and hip fractures in both sexes increases exponentially with age. In countries with a high fracture incidence, rates are greater amongst women by 3--4-fold. In countries where fracture rates are low, men and women are more equally affected\textsuperscript{9,13--15}. Thus, although widely regarded as a disease that affects women, osteoporosis is also a major problem for older men, with 20% of symptomatic spine fractures and 30% of hip fractures in countries with high fracture rates occurring in men\textsuperscript{16}.

Hip fracture rates are the highest in Caucasian women living in temperate climates, are somewhat lower in women from Mediterranean and Asian countries and are lowest in African women\textsuperscript{9,14,17}. Countries in developmental transition, such as Hong Kong, have seen significant increases in age-adjusted fracture rates in recent decades while those in Western countries appear largely to have reached a plateau\textsuperscript{18,19}.

Differences in fracture rates can occur even within a geographical area. For example, substantial variations in hip fracture incidence have been observed within the Mediterranean region\textsuperscript{14,20}. This pattern is also mirrored in the prevalence of spinal deformities which is greater in Scandinavian than in Mediterranean countries\textsuperscript{21}. Urban dwellers tend to have higher fracture rates than those living in rural areas\textsuperscript{22}. Fracture rates also differ between ethnic groups, living in the same region. For example, African-Americans and New Zealand Maoris have lower hip fracture rates than their Caucasian counterparts, whilst, in Singapore, hip fractures are more common among the Indian population\textsuperscript{15}.

Scientific interpretation of differences and changes in BMC and BMD

Low bone mass, as measured by BMC and low BMD, is a risk factor for fragility fractures\textsuperscript{3,5}. This has been demonstrated retrospectively, in studies comparing fracture cases with age-matched individuals in the normal population\textsuperscript{23}, and prospectively, in studies that show that low bone mass can predict future fracture risk\textsuperscript{23--25}. There is an increasing gradient of fracture risk with decreasing bone mass, such that, for example, one standard deviation below the young adult mean is associated with a 2-fold increase in relative risk of hip fracture\textsuperscript{25,26}. This increase rises to 2.6 if the measurement is made at the femoral neck, but a measurement at any skeletal site has predictive value. At the osteoporosis threshold of \(-2.5\) SD, the relative risk is 5 for a measurement at any site, 6.5 for a measurement at the femoral neck. In addition, BMD typically explains 60--80% of bone strength when bone samples are compared in a laboratory setting under controlled loading conditions\textsuperscript{27}. Consequently, peak bone mass (the maximum bone mass achieved in adulthood) and the rate of subsequent bone loss are regarded as major determinants of osteoporotic fracture risk in later life.

Because of the relationships between bone mass and fracture risk, and because WHO defines osteoporosis in terms of BMC and BMD, there has been a tendency for people to equate differences and changes in BMC and BMD with differences and alterations in fracture risk. There are several reasons why such an interpretation needs to be treated with caution, particularly when considering population-based strategies for prevention or clinical effectiveness of treatment. The following paragraphs outline the main scientific points that need to be considered when interpreting studies and evaluating the evidence.

DXA measurements and relationships of BMC and BMD with size

Absorptiometry permits the precise \textit{in vivo} measurement of bone mineral in healthy individuals\textsuperscript{28}. Single energy absorptiometry is used for measuring the bones of the arms and legs; dual energy instruments are required for axial (spine, hip) and whole-body measurements to correct for overlying soft tissue of variable composition. The technique is based on the attenuation of energy from a beam of penetrating photons as it scans across the skeletal region of interest. Bone edges are identified by software algorithms based on the change in energy reaching the detector. Calibration materials are used to convert the cumulative attenuation between opposing bone edges to mass of mineral within the bone envelope. The measured mineral mass represents an average over all the elements within that region of the skeleton—bony tissue, intraosseous soft tissues and, depending on the region, medullary cavity or spinal canal. Results are expressed as mineral mass per unit length of the limb for single energy absorptiometry; mineral mass per anatomical region (e.g. per vertebra, per whole-body) for dual energy absorptiometry. In dual-energy absorptiometry of skeletal regions that involve the long bones, such as the hip, the anatomical region is arbitrarily defined. All these measures are referred to as BMC although the units differ: g/cm for single energy data, g for dual energy.

Absorptiometric data are often expressed as BMD, in order to minimise measurement errors connected with
positioning, movement and bone edge detection, and to make some adjustment for size differences between individuals. This index is obtained by dividing BMC by the area of the scanned bone envelope; the units are g/cm².

For single energy techniques this area is equivalent to the designated bone area (BA, cm²). Absorptiometric BMD is BW, cm); for dual energy measurements it is the distance between the opposing bone edges (bone width, cm). For single energy techniques this area is equivalent to the area of the scanned bone envelope; the units are g/cm².

Absorptiometric BMD is a mathematical construct and is not a true density measurement. It is useful in fracture risk assessment and long-term patient monitoring, since it is a highly reproducible measure and is simple to use.

However, BMD represents only a partial correction for bone size and, depending on the skeletal site and the nature of the study population, BA can be an influential determinant of BMD as well as of BMC. In epidemiological studies, failure to correct bone mineral measurements fully for BA can lead to spurious or inflated relationships with other variables that are themselves related to size, such as dietary intake, obesity and energy expenditure. An example is given in Table 1. In this group of young British adults, a highly significant relationship between whole-body BMD and calcium intake disappeared after BA was included as an independent variable in multiple regression analysis. This finding can be interpreted as showing that, in this group of young people, the larger individuals (with the greater bone mineral mass and greater BMD) had the greater calcium intake, but when comparing people of the same bone size, there was no association between bone mineral status and the calcium content of the diet. A similar result was obtained using BMC as the dependent variable (mathematically, BMC and BMD are equivalent once BA is included in the regression model, the equations only differing in the value of the BA coefficient).

In the absence of a full correction for BA, proxy information about bone size may be provided by other anthropometric variables such as body weight and height. For instance, in the example given in Table 1, the apparent association between BMD and calcium intake was removed by adding body weight and height as independent variables to Model 1. However, without testing, it cannot be assumed that apparent correlations between BMD and size-related variables are not due to confounding by BA even when other size-adjustments have been made. In particular, body mass index (BMI, weight/height²), used by many researchers to adjust bone mineral data, is usually ineffective in removing BA artefacts.

The potential problem of size-related artefacts in absorptiometric studies has been appreciated only recently and affects the majority of published studies that have investigated lifestyle determinants of bone mineral status, including dietary intake. This limits the usefulness of cross-sectional studies and meta-analyses of epidemiological data in examining the relationships between nutrition and osteoporosis, unless steps are taken to minimise the confounding influence of size. In addition, it should be appreciated that bone health may also be modulated by differences in bone size, or by differential effects on periosteal apposition and endosteal resorption which could affect bone size. It is therefore important to consider the two elements of bone mass (size and density) separately.

### The bone remodelling transient

Alterations in the mineral content of bone imply differences in the retention of calcium and other minerals in the skeletal pool. This pool corresponds, in adults, to the mineral released and laid down during bone remodelling. Remodelling is the process whereby the skeleton undergoes continual renewal by a phased sequence of bone resorption and formation. In the adult, 95% of bone turnover occurs by remodelling and approximately 10–15% of skeletal surfaces are in the process of being remodelled at any one time. Osteoclasts, the cells responsible for bone resorption, dissolve away a small, discrete portion of the surface. The resulting resorption cavity is refilled by the action of osteoblasts, the bone-forming cells. These lay down bone matrix (osteoid) which gradually becomes mineralised to form new bone. There is a strict chronological sequence of events, with recruitment of osteoblasts occurring some time after resorption, and with newly-formed bone mineralising rapidly in the initial stages but more slowly thereafter. As a result, it takes many weeks or months for the entire process to be completed.

During this time, there is a temporary net deficit of mineral in the volume of bone undergoing remodelling and hence in whole-body bone mineral. Since bone turnover is most rapid in trabecular bone, the reversible mineral deficit is greatest in regions rich in trabecular bone (about 4%). When resorption conditions vary, there is a transition period where the number or size of new resorption cavities is modified but restoration of existing resorption pits is maintained at the previous rate. This produces a quantitative change in the remodelling space; a
corresponding alteration in the reversible mineral deficit, and results in a rise or fall in the total amount of mineralised tissue per unit volume of bone until a new steady state is established.

Absorptiometry is a static measurement which provides a ‘snapshot’ at any one moment. If bone turnover decreases with no overall change in bone volume, BMC rises by a few per cent because of the smaller number of resorption cavities being excavated. BMC continues to rise for some time until a new steady state is achieved because of the time lag between resorption and completion of the formation phase. Similarly, a decrease in reversible mineral space caused by an increase in bone turnover will lead to a decrease in measured BMC. BMD is affected in a similar fashion. This phenomenon is referred to as the bone remodelling transient.

Bone remodelling transients complicate the interpretation of absorptiometric studies. An observed rise in BMC or BMD in an older person after intervention with a particular agent might be due to a bone remodelling transient rather than to an increase in bone mass. In this instance, the decrease in turnover might of itself be beneficial, because high rates of turnover, as indicated by markers of bone remodelling, predict future fracture risk, and because bone loss might be diminished. The exact interpretation of the bone mineral change could, therefore, be regarded as academic. However, unless there were also a change in the rate of bone loss, the benefit would be of short duration (equivalent to the period of one remodelling cycle) and likely to be fully reversed at the end of the intervention period. In children and adolescents, an increase in BMC or BMD might indicate a bone remodelling transient caused by a decrease in bone turnover rather than an alteration in net bone acquisition. If it were due to a bone remodelling transient, the effect would be seen early in the intervention period, no further increment would accrue with prolonged intervention and the effect would be expected to disappear when the intervention stopped. It is possible that such a decrease in bone turnover could alter the tempo of bone growth and might not be associated ultimately with optimised peak bone mass, even if the intervention were sustained until skeletal maturity. Studies investigating the effects of an intervention on BMC or BMD need to be of sufficient duration, and accompanied by biochemical or stable isotope studies of bone turnover, to gain an insight into the processes involved.

**Relationship between BMC, BMD and fracture risk**

The indication that BMC and BMD predict bone strength and future osteoporotic fracture risk is based on studies conducted in older adults from populations with a high incidence of fractures. The evidence that these relationships can be extrapolated to young people and to other populations is weak. As mentioned earlier, people in the Far East and Africa have lower bone mineral status than Western populations but do not have higher rates of osteoporotic fracture. The relationships between future fracture risk and the bone mineral status of children and adolescents have yet to be firmly established. It has been commonly assumed, that the maximisation of peak bone mass, by optimising factors that influence skeletal development during childhood and adolescence, is an important preventative strategy against future fractures. However, as discussed in the preceding sections, peak bone mass, as defined by BMC or BMD, contains elements related to the size of the skeleton, to the amount of bony tissue contained within it, to the mineral content of that tissue and to the degree to which the bony tissue is actively undergoing remodelling. It is, as yet, unclear which of these aspects is influential in determining future fracture risk.

Small adult skeletal size is a recognised risk factor for osteoporosis, although in Scandinavia, taller women are at greater risk of hip fracture. Anatomical variations between adults may reflect the impact of environmental effects at different stages of skeletal development and these may influence later predisposition to fractures. Size in infancy predicts adult BMC, suggesting that the environment in utero and early life may be an important modulating factor for fracture risk in old age. BMC and BMD at age 8–12 years are lower in children born prematurely than those of the same age born at term, paralleling differences in size achieved. These studies provide evidence to suggest that any effect of bone mass in young people on future fracture risk may be related more to skeletal size or shape rather than to bone mineralisation per se. In addition, bone turnover is lower in African-American adolescents compared with Caucasians of the same age, suggesting an influence of remodelling rate on peak bone mass development and later fracture risk, although nothing is known about what an optimal bone turnover rate might be for young people. All these facets need to be considered when considering the role of diet and nutrition of young people in the prevention of osteoporosis.

**Alterations in BMC and BMD in relation to fracture risk**

Despite the relationships that have been established between bone mass and fracture risk in older people, changes in BMC or BMD may not accurately predict the benefits of an intervention. Gains in BMC or BMD have been associated with measurable reductions in fracture incidence with some therapeutic agents but this is not the case in all situations. Improvements in bone quality or non-skeletal functions such as muscle strength or balance, may decrease fracture risk with little or no change in BMC or BMD. Examples include, improvements in vertebral fracture incidence by raloxifene that are more closely related to decreases in markers of bone turnover than to changes in BMD, and effects of calcium and...
vitamin D supplementation on decreased body sway and risk of falling. Significant increases in BMC or BMD may produce poor quality bone and result in unchanged or even increased bone fragility. A well-known example of the latter occurs with sodium fluoride, treatment with which increases bone mineralisation but produces mechanically inferior bone and increases fracture incidence. Also, as mentioned earlier, increases in BMC or BMD may reflect bone remodelling transient effects which may or may not have long-term benefits in terms of fracture incidence.

In fact, there is no a priori reason why it should be assumed that because fracture risk increases as BMC or BMD decreases, on an epidemiological basis, that the relationship is bi-directional and that, within individuals, an increase in bone mineral will be matched by an equivalent decrease in fracture risk. In engineering, the force/deformation characteristics of certain materials are different under tension than in compression, a property referred to as hysteresis. It is plausible that hysteresis effects may also apply to the human skeleton in the relationship between BMD and bone strength. Thus, although there is firm evidence that bone mineral measurements are good predictors of fracture risk, the importance of increasing BMC or BMD for reducing fracture risk is less clear. For all these reasons there is increasing recognition that interventions and clinical trials should use fracture as the primary end-point, rather than rely on evidence from bone mineral measurements.

Multiple risk factors

Low bone mass is only one of several risk factors for osteoporotic fracture, and these include both skeletal and non-skeletal factors. Of those that act independently of low bone mass, physical frailty, propensity to fall and a history of fracture appear to be strong predictors. In addition, the risk of fracture at a given BMC or BMD is strongly influenced by age. Skeletal factors that may act independently of bone mass include skeletal geometry and aspects of bone quality such as turnover, trabecular connectedness, osteocyte viability and osteonal distribution. Of those risk factors that are associated with a low bone mass, and may be acting through this pathway, family history and genetic susceptibility are especially important. Indeed, heritability studies have indicated that 60–70% of the variation in BMD within a population has a genetic origin. Environmental factors, other than nutritional status and diet, are important determinants of fracture risk. These include cigarette smoking, alcohol abuse, physical inactivity, dependency and use of certain medications. In epidemiological studies, therefore, exploration of the influence of diet or specific nutrients on bone mass or fracture risk is likely to be confounded by the co-existence of other risk factors, especially where there is the potential for clustering of potentially adverse environmental factors, such as in the frail elderly.

Distinction between prevention and treatment of osteoporosis

Because, in Western countries, osteoporosis is widely prevalent in the older population, especially when implementing the WHO definition, the distinction between prevention and treatment can become blurred. It is important to realise that many studies and intervention trials are conducted in individuals at particular risk of fracture, recruited because of low bone mineral measurements or because of a previous fragility fracture. As such, these studies are useful in providing an indication of the response to treatment but not to the efficacy of population-based preventative measures applicable to the general population or to populations at lower risk of fracture. In addition, response to treatment with a specific agent cannot be interpreted as demonstrating the correction of some underlying inadequacy in the normal supply of that agent. While these precepts are self-evident in the case of pharmaceutical agents, these principles are often forgotten when applied to nutrients and other dietary components.

Evidence relating osteoporosis to diet and nutrition

Calcium

Calcium is one of the main bone-forming minerals and an appropriate supply to bone is essential at all stages of life. In estimating calcium requirements, most committees have used either a factorial approach, where calculations of skeletal accretion and turnover rates are combined with typical values for calcium absorption and excretion, or a variety of methods based on experimentally-derived balance data. There has been considerable debate about whether current recommended intakes are adequate to maximise peak bone mass and to minimise bone loss and fracture risk in later life, and the controversies continue.

Correlations between calcium intake and adult BMC or BMD have been reported from a large number of cross-sectional and retrospective studies, although there are many other studies where no such association has been observed. Meta-analyses have concluded that calcium intake is a significant determinant of BMC but the magnitude of the effect is small, at about 1% of the population variance. Interpretation of this association is difficult, however, because few studies have adjusted adequately for the confounding effects of body size (see earlier).

In populations with a moderate-high risk of osteoporosis, case-control and cohort studies in countries with an average calcium intake close to recommended levels have shown no relationship between calcium intake and risk of hip fracture. Calcium intake, at a mean of 800 mg/d, was not a determinant of longitudinal bone loss over 4 years in the Framingham cohort of older people (mean age 75 years) from the USA. In contrast, studies in
populations with a lower average intake suggest an increasing risk of hip fracture with declining calcium intake\textsuperscript{64–67}. Studies in Southern Europe\textsuperscript{65,67} observed that the greatest risk of fracture was amongst those with the lowest consumption of milk and cheese, indicative of a very low calcium intake, but no additional risk reduction was afforded by an intake above the average. A recent, frequently quoted, meta-analysis has suggested a decrease in hip fracture incidence with increasing calcium intake such that each additional 300 mg of calcium in the diet is associated with an odds ratio of 0.96 for hip fracture (4\% reduction in risk)\textsuperscript{68}. The estimate becomes 0.92 (8\% reduction) after applying corrections for likely measurement errors\textsuperscript{68}. This implies that each 1000 mg/d is associated with a 24\% reduction in risk of hip fracture. However, closer inspection of the individual studies shows that this effect appears to be confined to populations with a comparatively low average calcium intake (Fig. 1) and that the assumption that the relationship is linear across the range of calcium intakes is not valid. Taken together, the data suggest that, in populations at risk of osteoporotic fracture, there is a threshold of increasing risk below around 400–500 mg/d\textsuperscript{30} but that, at a population level, no additional benefit is associated with a customary intake above those currently recommended\textsuperscript{69}. Long-term studies suggest that the effects of calcium supplementation largely occur in the first 1–2 years, probably due to a bone remodelling transient caused by the anti-resorptive properties of calcium (see earlier). Supplementation of children with calcium salts also results in an increase in bone mineral accompanied by a decrease in bone turnover, possibly indicating fewer remodelling sites at the tissue level, while supplementation with milk appears to increase bone mineral by promoting skeletal growth\textsuperscript{2,78,79}. It is important to note that milk may have different actions to calcium alone, given the fact that much of the epidemiological data linking calcium to bone health has been based on intakes of milk and dairy products.

There have been only a few calcium supplementation trials with fracture as an end-point\textsuperscript{17,50}. All have been in women more than 5 years after the menopause\textsuperscript{75,76,77,80,81} and some have included patients with a history of vertebral fracture\textsuperscript{80,82}. These studies have shown either no effect or a modest reduction in fracture incidence, but sample sizes have been small. Larger trials in elderly people of supplementation with calcium and vitamin D together have demonstrated sizeable reductions in non-vertebral fracture incidence (see under vitamin D). The ongoing MRC RECORD Study in the UK will provide clarification of the utility of calcium supplementation alone or in combination with vitamin D for secondary fracture prevention in elderly men and women (see under vitamin D).

In general, the effect of customary calcium intake on the outcome of calcium supplementation has not been investigated. In those studies where it has, no relationship has been noted, except in a study of American women 6 or more years post-menopause where the effect on BMD and on bone loss was limited to those with a daily calcium intake below 400 mg/d\textsuperscript{50,72}. Taken together with the observational data, this suggests, for women living in Western-style environments, in populations at risk of osteoporotic fracture, that customary calcium intakes below the UK and EU lower reference nutrient intake of 400 mg/d\textsuperscript{50,85} may be associated with an increased risk of osteoporosis. There is, however, no evidence of a beneficial skeletal effect of a customary calcium intake above those currently recommended, although calcium supplementation is a recognised adjunct in the treatment of bone loss and the prevention of fracture in vulnerable individuals\textsuperscript{17,50}.

The Royal College of Physicians (London), in its recent clinical guidelines for the prevention and treatment of osteoporosis\textsuperscript{17}, does not regard population-based preventative strategies as feasible, and, in the case of calcium, notes that similar small decreases in overall fracture incidence would be expected from a population-wide approach or from targeting those with the lowest calcium intake. A quote from this document exemplifies the clinical perception of the role of calcium in osteoporosis prevention: ‘In the context of the menopause, it is
misleading to believe and to inform patients that attention to calcium nutrition will solve the problems of bone loss. Two recent nutrition committees have taken a similar view after reviewing the evidence and have felt unable to use BMD or fracture outcome as criteria for calculating reference or recommended calcium intakes.

The studies described above have largely been conducted in populations with a medium to high risk of osteoporotic fracture, and may not apply to countries where risk is low. On a world-wide basis, customary calcium intake cannot explain variation in fracture risk, since paradoxically, those countries with a low calcium intake have the lowest hip fracture incidence, while the highest rates of fracture occur in those populations with a high calcium intake (Fig. 2).

The reasons for the large geographical variation in fracture incidence are unknown. Many theories abound, including effects at the genetic, anatomical, biochemical, nutritional and lifestyle level. There is increasing evidence that the variation is not due specifically to differences in the deterioration of bone mineral mass, since bone loss at the menopause and low bone mineral status in old age appear to universal phenomena. Other aspects of bone health, such as turnover, microstructure and resilience, or propensity to fall, are likely to be more important factors. Recent studies in The Gambia, China and Hong Kong have shown positive effects of calcium supplements on bone mineral of older women and on children and adolescents but not on bone mineral status or breast-milk calcium secretion of lactating women. The results were similar to those obtained in the USA, UK and Australia, both in the skeletal regions that responded and in the magnitude of the effects, suggesting that there are no fundamental differences in calcium biology between people in developed and developing countries.

It has long been regarded that obligatory calcium losses, and therefore dietary calcium requirements, are less in countries with a low calcium diet than those with a Western diet because of reduced obligatory urinary and dermal calcium excretion. Reasons cited for this include lower intakes of salt and animal protein, and differences in perspiration rates. None of these assumptions have been tested experimentally, and intakes of sodium in Africa and Asia are often similar to or higher than those in the West. In any case, given the very low calcium intakes recorded in sub-Saharan Africa, which are of the order of 300–400 mg/d, it seems doubtful that differences in calcium bioavailability (i.e. the difference between absorption and excretion) can explain the world-wide difference in fracture rates.

**Vitamin D**

Overt vitamin D deficiency causes rickets in children and osteomalacia in adults, conditions where the ratio of mineral to osteoid in bone is reduced. Poor vitamin D status in the elderly, at plasma levels of 25-hydroxyvitamin D above those associated with osteomalacia, has been linked to age-related bone loss and osteoporotic fracture, where the ratio of mineral to osteoid remains normal. The mechanism is likely to be through secondary hyperparathyroidism, although muscle weakness and depression associated with vitamin D insufficiency may also be important.

Vitamin D is obtained either from the diet or by synthesis in the skin under the action of sunlight. Older people tend to have reduced endogenous production of the vitamin for a variety of reasons, and they become more dependent on dietary sources to maintain adequate vitamin D status. In countries at latitudes outside the tropics, this is particularly evident in the wintertime, when sunlight does not contain the wavelengths necessary to activate vitamin D synthesis. A high prevalence of plasma 25-hydroxyvitamin D concentrations close to or below the normal range has been reported in the older population of several European countries, particularly amongst the ‘oldest-old’ and those living in institutions. Younger people also have a reliance on dietary sources of vitamin D, if they have limited exposure to sunlight for cultural or medical reasons, or are dark-skinned and living outside the tropics.

Associations have been reported between plasma 25-hydroxyvitamin D and BMD in middle-aged and older women. However, vitamin D intervention trials of older people with either bone loss or fracture as outcome have given inconsistent results, possibly reflecting differing degrees of vitamin D insufficiency in the various study populations. Trials of calcium and vitamin D in combination have resulted in substantial decreases in incidence of non-vertebral fractures, but not
consistently in the attenuation of bone loss\textsuperscript{17,50,98–101}. In the largest trial of its kind, 3270 women aged 86 (SD6) years in French nursing homes were randomised to 1200 mg calcium and 800 IU (20 μg) vitamin D per day or placebo\textsuperscript{99,100}. After 3 years the incidence of hip fractures in the treated group was 29% lower ($P < 0.01$) and of all non-vertebral fractures 24% lower ($P < 0.01$), than in the placebo group.

Correction of a bone mineral deficit caused by hyperparathyroidism secondary to vitamin D and/or calcium insufficiency has been postulated as the mechanism involved\textsuperscript{102}. However, those trials where an effect of vitamin D has been noted, with or without calcium, have shown a divergence of cumulative fracture incidence within 6–18 months of supplementation. This is regarded as too rapid an effect to be mediated by changes in BMD and bone strength, raising the possibility that part of the benefit arises from improved neuromuscular co-ordination and reduced fall rates\textsuperscript{90}. Calcium and vitamin D supplementation is now advocated as the basic minimum for treatment of osteoporosis and secondary fracture prevention in women several years after the menopause, and it is now common for this regimen to be used as the placebo in trials of new pharmacological therapies\textsuperscript{17}. The question of whether vitamin D or calcium is the active agent is moot, however, given the inconsistency of the trials with these factors given separately. In addition, it has yet to be demonstrated that consumption of vitamin D supplements or foods rich in vitamin D by older people, with or without additional calcium, is useful for the primary prevention of osteoporosis. However, the ongoing MRC RECORD Study is designed to answer this question with respect to secondary fracture prevention. This trial involves 6000 men and women over the age of 70 years who have presented with a fragility fracture who have been randomised receive calcium and vitamin D alone or in combination or a double placebo.

**Phosphorus**

Phosphorus is an essential bone-forming element and, as with calcium, an adequate supply of phosphorus to bone is necessary throughout life. Both calcium and phosphorus are required for the appropriate mineralisation of the skeleton and a depletion of serum phosphate leads to impaired bone mineralisation and compromised osteoblast function\textsuperscript{103}. However, there is little evidence that, in healthy individuals, the dietary intake of phosphorus influences the risk of osteoporosis, except in the special case of very-low-birthweight infants. Although there is a constant proportion of calcium and phosphorus in bone, the ratio of calcium to phosphorus in the diet can vary over a wide range with no detectable effects on the absorption and retention of either mineral, or on the ability of bone to mineralise appropriately\textsuperscript{54,104}. Reports of correlations between phosphorus intake and BMD are inconsistent\textsuperscript{50} and likely to be affected by size-confounding (see earlier).

Concerns have been expressed about the possible adverse effects of the increasingly high intake of phosphorus in Western-style diets, especially in relation to the consumption of carbonated drinks. A high phosphorus intake in combination with a low calcium intake has been shown to alter calcium metabolism and increase parathyroid hormone secretion in short-term studies\textsuperscript{105}, but these effects are also observed with low calcium diets alone. A doubling of phosphorus intake has no effect on bone turnover\textsuperscript{54,106} and phosphorus-rich carbonated drinks appear to have a negligible effect on calcium excretion\textsuperscript{107}. There are no studies that have used osteoporotic fracture incidence as an outcome.

**Magnesium**

Magnesium is involved in bone and mineral homeostasis and is important in bone crystal growth and stabilisation. It also plays a role in the vitamin D-parathyroid hormone axis. The influence of magnesium on osteoporotic fracture risk is unknown. In a limited number of studies, magnesium intake has been reported to be positively associated with both BMD and bone resorption markers in middle-aged women\textsuperscript{108} and short-term increases in BMD have been observed with magnesium supplementation\textsuperscript{109}. Size effects and bone remodelling transients may confound interpretation of these results (see earlier). Magnesium is one of a number of nutrients found in fruits and vegetables, which contribute to an alkaline environment (see later) and may promote bone health by a variety of mechanisms, making it difficult to examine the effects of magnesium alone.

**Protein**

On a world-wide basis, high protein intakes have been linked with hip fracture because the consumption of protein, particularly in the form of meat and dairy products, is greatest in countries where hip fractures are common\textsuperscript{110}. Protein intake is a determinant of urinary calcium excretion, and animal protein, which is rich in sulphur-containing amino acids, contributes to an acidic environment (see later). There are concerns, therefore, that high protein intakes, especially those rich in animal protein, are inadvisable for long-term bone health. However, evidence of adverse consequences is lacking. For example, when meat is the protein source, the hypercalciuric effect of protein is offset by the hypocalciuric effect of meat phosphorus, and calcium balance is not affected by high meat diets\textsuperscript{111}. A high animal protein intake was not associated with deleterious effects on bone in the Framingham longitudinal study of older men and women. In fact, the greatest bone loss over 4 years was observed in those with the lowest animal and total protein intake\textsuperscript{112}. In the Study of Osteoporotic Fracture (SOF) cohort, a high animal protein to vegetable protein ratio
was associated with a greater rate of bone loss at the hip and increased hip fracture risk, whereas total protein intake was not. It has been suggested that the potential effects of animal protein may be related to possible differences in net endogenous acid production, although this interpretation has been disputed. The results are controversial and no consensus has yet been reached.

Conversely, a low protein intake in the elderly may contribute to the risk of osteoporotic fracture. A substantial proportion of elderly patients in Western countries show signs of clinical protein-energy malnutrition on admission, but falls are more likely in older people with malnutrition and patients with hip fracture have less bone loss and require hospitalisation for shorter periods when given protein supplementation. As described above, a low protein intake was associated with the greatest bone loss over 4 years in the Framingham cohort. The long-term consequences of protein-energy malnutrition earlier in life have not been studied, but, given that most countries with high childhood malnutrition rates also have low rates of fragility fractures amongst their older population, it would seem unlikely that there are consequences for long-term bone health.

Protein intakes in childhood and adolescence may alter the tempo of growth, and possibly the ultimate shape and size of the skeleton. Whether the effects of animal protein may be related to possible differences in net endogenous acid production, although this interpretation has been disputed. The results are controversial and no consensus has yet been reached.

Fluorine
Fluorosis occurs in several parts of the world, such as South Africa, Tanzania and India, because of naturally high fluoride concentrations in drinking water. Fluorosis causes joint stiffness, limb deformities and staining of the teeth. There may be osteoporosis of the long bones, and signs of rickets in children. Osteosclerosis and joint calcifications occur in the axial skeleton. Because of its effects on stimulating osteoblastic activity and inhibiting bone crystal dissolution, there has been considerable interest in the use of pharmacologic doses of sodium fluoride for the treatment of osteoporosis. As noted earlier, this agent can produce increases in BMD but its efficacy in reducing fractures is questionable (see earlier). At levels below those associated with fluorosis and when combined with a low calcium intake, high fluorine intakes have been associated with widened bones, reduced BMD and osteoporosis of cortical regions of the skeleton, possibly due to excessive urinary calcium excretion. It is considered unlikely that the levels of fluoride obtained from fluoridated water supplies have an influence on bone health.

Other nutrients and dietary constituents
Many other nutrients and dietary factors may be important for long-term bone health and the prevention of osteoporosis. Among the essential nutrients, plausible hypotheses for involvement with skeletal health, based on biochemical and metabolic evidence, can be made for zinc, copper, manganese, boron, vitamin A, vitamin C, vitamin K, the B-vitamins, potassium and sodium. Evidence from physiological and clinical studies is largely lacking, and the data are often difficult to interpret because of potential size-confounding or bone remodelling transient effects (see earlier).

Among the vitamins, thinning of the cortices and loss of trabecular architecture are common features of frank vitamin C deficiency (scurvy). Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) is a cofactor in the hydroxylation of lysine and proline, and is therefore important in the cross-linking of collagen fibres in bone. At levels of intake in the normal range, in a limited number of studies, a relationship between BMD and vitamin C intake has been shown by some researchers but not others. Vitamin K is a cofactor in the gamma-carboxylation of glutamic acid which is important in the production of osteocalcin, one of the main non-collagenous proteins of bone. Inverse relationships have been reported between low vitamin K intake in older people, BMD and risk of fragility fractures, possibly through an increase in the amount of osteocalcin produced in its undercarboxylated, and less fully functional, form. A high intake of vitamin A as retinol has been associated with hip fracture in Sweden. There are studies linking low intakes of vitamin B6 and other B-vitamins with low BMC and hip fracture.

Among the minerals and trace elements, zinc nutrition is important in infant bone growth, and associations with BMD have been noted in middle-aged pre-menopausal women. Copper supplementation has been associated with a reduction of bone loss in one study of peri-menopausal women. A combined supplement of calcium, zinc, manganese and copper produced increases in BMD is a small study of post-menopausal women. Boron has effects on urinary calcium excretion and associations with BMD have been reported.

There has been considerable interest in the possible role of the electrolytes sodium and potassium in the development and prevention of osteoporosis. The movements of calcium and sodium through the renal tubules are intimately linked and a direct relationship exists between urinary sodium and calcium excretion in free-living populations. Sodium intake is a stronger determinant of urinary calcium excretion than calcium intake and a high sodium intake is considered deleterious to bone health. Some individuals show more pronounced effects...
of sodium intake on calcium excretion than others. The evidence that sodium is important in the aetiology of osteoporosis or that sodium restriction may be a beneficial strategy for fracture prevention, however, is inconclusive. Data are limited to a small number of studies that have shown effects of sodium intake on calcium homeostasis and bone turnover in post-menopausal women, and a study that has demonstrated a weak but significant association with BMD and age-related bone loss. Changes in sodium intake do not effect bone turnover in either salt sensitive or non-salt sensitive pre-menopausal women.

Conversely, a higher BMD has been associated with a higher dietary potassium intake, along with other nutrients associated with fruits and vegetable intake. In addition to supplying specific nutrients that may promote bone health, fruits and vegetables promote an alkaline environment by reducing the potential renal acid load (PRAL) and net endogenous acid production (NEAP). The skeleton acts as a reservoir of alkaline salts for maintenance of adequate acid-base homeostasis, and foods such as fruits and vegetables may diminish the demand for skeletal salts to balance acid generated from foods such as meat. Supplementation of post-menopausal women with potassium bicarbonate has been shown to neutralise endogenous acid, reduce urinary calcium excretion and alter bone remodelling in such a way as improve calcium balance, at least over the short-term.

Other components of the diet could also influence bone health. Of these, phyto-oestrogens are exciting interest in that they are naturally-occurring plant chemicals with weak, oestrogenic properties. Phyto-oestrogens include soy-derived isoflavones, such as genistein and daidzein and lignans derived from cereals, fruits and vegetables. These compounds are able to bind to both the α and β oestrogen receptors, and may act as receptor agonists or antagonists depending on the tissue. Studies in animal models after ovariectomy suggest that phyto-oestrogens may prevent bone loss but, as yet, data from human studies are limited. In the past, a high caffeine intake was regarded as a risk factor for osteoporosis because of its effects on urinary mineral excretion but recent population-based studies have not shown caffeine to be associated with either a low BMD or an increased rate of bone loss. A recent study has suggested that a high caffeine intake (>300 mg/d) by elderly women may be associated with a higher rate of bone loss, but only in those with a vitamin D receptor gene.

Heavy alcohol consumption is associated with decreased BMD and moderately increased fracture risk, and alcoholism is a major risk factor for osteoporosis. There is no consistent evidence, however, that moderate alcohol consumption is detrimental and there are some studies that suggest that it may be protective in post-menopausal women.

**Other diet-related issues: body weight and composition, vegetarianism and lactose intolerance**

Body weight is a major determinant of BMC and BMD. Low body weight, especially in connection with anorexia nervosa and the frailty of old age, is associated with an increased risk of fractures, and being overweight with a reduced risk. In young people and older men, after adjusting for differences in body mass, leanness (a higher lean-to-fat ratio) is associated with higher bone mineral status whereas in post-menopausal women, it is fatness (a lower lean-to-fat ratio) that is positively related to bone mineral. Various interpretations have been advanced to explain this dichotomy, including the osteogenic effects of muscle in younger people, the shock-absorbing effects of adipose tissue in older people, and the possible endogenous production of oestrogens by adipose tissue, which may be particularly important in women after the menopause.

There is no evidence that a lactovegetarian diet is associated with differences, either detrimental or beneficial, in BMD or fracture risk. There have been few investigations of individuals consuming vegan or macrobiotic diets, but there is some evidence that these may be associated with low BMD. However, interpretation of studies is difficult because of other differences that may be associated with a vegetarian lifestyle which may affect bone health, such as body weight, smoking habits and physical activity patterns.

Lactose intolerance is associated with a low calcium intake, because of avoidance of milk and milk products, and is regarded as a likely risk factor for osteoporosis. On a global basis, however, lactose intolerance is more prevalent among Asians and Africans, populations that are less at risk of hip fracture. Studies with fracture or bone loss as outcome have produced an inconsistent picture, with some suggesting a modest risk for those with lactose intolerance but not others.

Levels of evidence on nutrition and diet-related factors associated with osteoporosis (with fracture as the outcome) are summarised in Table 2.

**Conclusions and policy implications**

The review of the scientific data, the strengths and weaknesses of the evidence and the conceptual difficulties in interpreting studies linking diet, nutrition and osteoporosis have been described in detail. There is insufficient knowledge at the present time linking alterations in BMC (or BMD), the tempo of growth or bone turnover rates in children and adolescents to long-term benefits in terms of either enhanced peak bone mass or reduced fracture incidence, for these indices to be used as markers of risk of osteoporotic disease in old age. For adults, the evidence of a link between intakes of any
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Table 2 Levels of evidence, with fracture as outcome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convincing</td>
<td>Older people*</td>
<td>Vitamin D + calcium</td>
<td>High alcohol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probable</td>
<td>Older people*</td>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>Fluoride†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Fruit and vegetables‡,§</td>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>Sodium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In populations with high fracture incidence only. Applies to men and women older than 50–60 years, with a low calcium intake and/or poor vitamin D status.
† At levels used to fluoridise water supplies. High fluoride intakes cause fluorosis.
‡ Several components of fruit and vegetables are possibly positively linked at levels within the normal range consumed (e.g. alkalinity, vitamin K, phytosterogens, potassium, magnesium, boron).
§ Osteoporosis is a feature of vitamin C deficiency (scurvy).

dietary component and bone health is not sufficiently secure to make firm recommendations, with the exception of calcium and vitamin D (see below). For other aspects of the diet, the accumulating picture suggests that current healthy-eating advice to decrease sodium intake, to increase potassium intake, and to consume more fresh fruits and vegetables is unlikely to be detrimental to bone health and may be beneficial.

For calcium, the evidence to date would suggest that there is a threshold of increasing fracture risk for older men and women at calcium intakes below around 400–500 mg/d but there is no additional benefit in terms of prevention of osteoporosis of a customary dietary calcium intake above those currently recommended. Given the evidence, emphasis would be best placed on minimising the numbers of people with calcium intakes below 400 mg/d, rather than on increasing the calcium intake of those already consuming higher amounts.

Whether this applies to populations with low fracture incidence is not known. In these countries, the calcium intake of the majority is generally below 400–500 mg/d but there is little evidence that this compromises bone health in terms of fracture risk. It is possible that the ability of the human body to adapt to differing levels of calcium intake is sufficiently powerful that calcium intake is largely irrelevant in this context. It is also possible that early life exposure to differing amounts of calcium, or nutrient–gene, nutrient–nutrient or nutrient–lifestyle interactions may alter calcium requirements, rendering some populations at more risk from a low calcium intake than others.

Answers to these questions are urgently needed. Dietary recommendations for calcium have tended to increase over the last decade, largely because of concerns about the potential link with osteoporosis. Many countries have an average calcium intake that is considerably below these recommended levels, due largely to the scarcity of milk and milk products in those regions, and the potential within these countries to increase the calcium supply is severely limited. Unless there is firm scientific evidence of a health benefit of increasing calcium intake for these populations, it would seem unlikely that the economic, agricultural and industrial investment that will be needed to increase calcium intakes to match recommended intakes would be worthwhile for these populations. In addition, it is important to consider possible deleterious effects of a high calcium intake, especially with respect to the absorption of other minerals, such as iron.

With respect to vitamin D, the evidence has shown that various groups are vulnerable to vitamin D insufficiency and, among adults, this may place them at risk of osteoporosis at levels of plasma 25-hydroxyvitamin D above those associated with osteomalacia. These are older people who are housebound or who live in institutions, and who eat no meat or oily fish, dark-skinned people who live at latitudes away from the tropics, and people who rarely go out of doors or who, when they do so, wear clothes which fully conceal them. Current dietary targets for vitamin D aim to cover the needs of vulnerable groups such as these. Variations in recommendations from different advisory bodies largely reflect the philosophy used to take account of endogenous production of vitamin D, but in general a dietary recommendation of between 5 and 10 μg/d is given for the vulnerable groups. Some committees have recently advocated a higher target intake for the elderly, in recognition that this group is at high risk of vitamin D deficiency, secondary hyperparathyroidism and poor skeletal health. However, there is little evidence that a higher intake (e.g. 15 or 20 μg/d) is superior to lower target values. There is, however, evidence that, despite these recommendations, average vitamin D intake and status amongst many elderly people are poor. Urgent consideration needs to be given to ways of addressing this problem, including the promotion of greater awareness amongst the public and health professionals of the importance of achieving adequate vitamin D status and the use of vitamin D supplements in those most at risk of deficiency. However, whether improving vitamin D status in these vulnerable groups would be effective as a strategy for osteoporosis prevention is not known.

In conclusion, although calcium and vitamin D supplementation plays a recognised role in the treatment of established osteoporosis, the importance of diet and nutrition in the prevention of osteoporotic fracture is debatable. A good case can be made for targeted approaches, in countries most at risk for fracture, to improve calcium and vitamin D intakes in sub-groups of the population. There is no evidence that measures encompassing entire populations would be effective.
Recommendations

In trying to unravel the complexities of different rates of osteoporosis, and the dietary implications of these, it was decided to use the clinical outcome of the disease, i.e. fragility fracture, rather than an intermediate marker of risk such as BMC or BMD. This was largely predicated on the evidence that BMC and BMD are not well related to fracture risk across different populations and that changes in BMC and BMD do not necessarily translate into alterations in fracture risk.

It was apparent that the incidence of fracture varies greatly by geographic region and this variability is, presumably, an outcome of some lifestyle factor, such as diet or physical activity, and/or ethnicity. The recent FAO/WHO Report on Mineral and Vitamins also identified the role of environment, geography and ethnicity. However, the report implied that because African-Americans have greater bone density and fewer hip fractures that this greater bone density also applied to Africans. Data from Gambia, Nigeria and South Africa indicate that this is not the case and that this cannot account for the low fracture risk of Africans.

Because the disease outcome (i.e. fracture) is not clearly related to BMC or density, dietary recommendations that address BMC or calcium stores will not necessarily impact on fractures. Therefore, increases in BMC and thereby calcium stores, in childhood or at peak bone mass, may not have an impact on later fractures.

With respect to calcium, in countries with a low fracture incidence, intakes above those normally consumed are not associated with decreased fracture risk. The routine intake of calcium in these societies is often less than in many other populations, generally due to a lower consumption of dairy products. In countries with high fracture incidence, usually westernised, there is evidence that older men and women (over 50–60 years) with a low calcium intake (≤400 mg/d) are at greater risk and that an increase in their calcium intake may reduce risk. An increase in calcium intake is also useful in the treatment of patients with established osteoporosis. There is inadequate evidence for children, and young adults.

Vitamin D is a surprisingly common problem throughout the world, including countries with plenty of daylight time when the sun is shining, e.g. the Middle East. Groups who avoid sunshine exposure for a variety of reasons are at particular risk. Rickets and osteomalacia continue to be public health problems in many countries. There is evidence that poor vitamin D status in older men and women increases the risk of osteoporotic fracture. In countries at high risk of fracture, increases in vitamin D and calcium intake by elderly men and women have proved beneficial.

Consequently, if general recommendations were to be made, there is a need to address those at risk of vitamin D deficiency. There is also a need to separately address populations at higher risk of fracture and those historically at lower risk, particularly with respect to calcium intake. Some countries or areas, such as Hong Kong, are in transition from one to another.

Physical activity could be recommended throughout the lifecourse. Likewise, other ‘prudent’ dietary and lifestyle recommendations, for instance lower salt, high fruit and vegetable intakes, maintaining a healthy body weight, moderating alcohol intake and avoiding smoking are likely to be helpful, but there is insufficient evidence to make firm recommendations with respect to osteoporosis.

Therefore, the recommendations for osteoporosis can be summarized as follows:

- No case for global, population-based approaches. A case can be made for targeted approaches with respect to calcium and vitamin D in high-risk sub-groups of populations with a high fracture incidence.
- In countries with high osteoporotic fracture incidence, a low calcium intake (≤400 mg/d) among older men and women is associated with increased fracture risk.
- In countries with high fracture incidence, a poor vitamin D status in the elderly increases fracture risk.
- In countries with high fracture incidence, increases in dietary vitamin D and calcium in the elderly can decrease fracture risk.
- Prudent dietary and lifestyle recommendations developed in respect of other chronic diseases may prove helpful in terms of fracture risk but firm evidence is lacking. These include:
  - increase physical activity
  - reduce sodium intake
  - increase consumption of fruit and vegetables
  - maintain a healthy body weight
  - avoid smoking
  - moderate alcohol intake

Research recommendations

- More evidence is required in young people to link intermediate outcome measures such as BMC and density, bone turnover and skeletal dimensions to long-term fracture risk.
- The evidence base needs to include males, people in countries at low risk of osteoporotic fracture and ethnic minorities in countries at high risk of fracture.
- Research is needed to determine the biological basis by which dietary interventions alter BMC or density at different stages of the lifecourse and their relative importance in altering future fracture risk, e.g. skeletal size and proportions, bone turnover, tissue mineralisation, bone architecture.
- Research is needed to define the mechanisms by which adaptation to a low calcium intake occurs, and to examine the interaction of genetic make-up, diet...
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composition and other environmental exposures with calcium regulation and bone health.
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